Ahoy!!

This is the crew of Take Luck on their excursion to Bridges Restaurant this past Saturday, June 3rd. We left port at Selby Bay Sailing Center around 9:30am, and hit the Bay at approximately 10:00am. It was a bit of an overcast morning with a small craft advisory that popped up on us. Winds were around 10-15 knots with gusts up to 18.

Jan Merka was our morning skipper and the morning crew were Gerry Heymsfield, Mitch Onizuka, Edil Sepulveda, his friend Romina, Wendy Lindboe, and Robin Clemente. Bill Ridgway was our afternoon skipper with Peter Dunn, Blake Lorenz, and Wendy Lindboe as crew (Bless her).

As the sun came out, winds were out of the North East giving us a straight shot to the Eastern Bay as we rounded Kent Island. There we headed North and tacked about half way to Bridges. See the link below for a screenshot of our course. We averaged 7.1 kph or 3.8 knots, but at times, reached over 6 knots.


We arrived at Bridges about 4pm where Bill, Peter, and Blake were patiently waiting for us. We all sat down for dinner outside and enjoyed the sun, water, and the food.

Just before 6pm, Bill, Peter, Blake, and Wendy set sail on the northern route back to Selby Bay. We motored via the Kent Narrows Bridges and the shallow north channel until finally rounding Love Point and setting sail. The crew managed to sail a couple of hours to the vicinity of the Annapolis outer harbor before completing the trip under motor in light winds. Terrific sunset at the Bay Bridge with a half moon and Jupiter looking on. After rounding a surprisingly dark Thomas Point Light, we arrived at the dock at Selby Bay about 11:15pm.

I would like to thank Jan and Bill for skippering this very successful event. And Lettie for providing us our snacks on board. They are impeccable sailors and the reason we can have these events. Thank you!

Attached are some pictures of our cruise.